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• The 20th century was about taming nature (and winning wars) 

– dams, roads, airplanes, rockets, …

• I think the 21st century will be about understanding people

– health, communication, education, knowledge, …

• Computer Science is leading the way, but it's a different computer 
science

Computer Science is changing



Google Confidential and Proprietary

• I started working on search when Gene Myers came to my 
office one day in 1989 and presented an interesting problem he 
was working on.

• We went back and forth with ideas, and in 24 hours we got the 
basic design of Suffix Arrays.

• It was one of the most exciting 24 hours of my life



If I had known in 1989 everything I know today about search, it wouldn’t 
have helped much  –  there was very little that I could have done with 
that knowledge
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Technology revolution since 1982 

• CPU performance has gone up by a factor of 3500 (1 MHz – 3.5GHz)*

• Memory prices per megabyte are down by a factor of 45,000 ($3,500 to 7.8 
cents)*

• Disk prices per megabyte are down by a factor of 3,600,000 ($1,200 to .033 
cents)*

* Source: John McCallum, PC Direct



If only gas mileage improved as much as disk prices

• One gallon of gas would take you to the moon and back 114 
times!   

•                  (costing $1.30)





Google Data Center (circa 2000)



A Google data center (circa 2006)



• By the middle of 1993, right after Mosaic was launched, I stopped all 
my other research and concentrated on the web

• People said that there was nothing new in the web, and it was not 
worth academic research

• My answer was “you don't understand, it will be in every home!”

The web changed everything



Let's talk about Search



Good results are (and should be) taken for granted 



Search is hard, very hard

• We strive to answer every question, in every language, in a personalized 
fashion, in less than 100 ms, for free

• Scale and diversity are almost beyond comprehension

• About one third of all unique queries that we get in any given day, we 
have never seen before!

• Expectations and needs will continue to grow 



The results page has to be…

Lightning fast

Most relevant

Most comprehensive

Freshest



But even that’s not enough

The real goal should always be
to solve the user's problem 



if users can't spell, it's our problem

if they don't know the syntax of search, it's our problem

if they don't know what words to use, it's our problem

if there is not enough content on the web, it’s our problem

if they can't speak the language, it’s our problem

if the web is too slow, it’s our problem

We look at the WHOLE problem 



Examples of what goes into the algorithm

• Language: We know that child care is very similar to childcare and 
to day care.  We know that Mexico does not match New Mexico

• Time: We can figure out how time sensitive your results should be

• Place: We know that a day care in Menlo Park may be a good result 
when you’re looking for a day care in Palo Alto

• Context: We know that Dr is a doctor in “Dr Zhivago” and a drive in 
“Rodeo Dr.”

• You: Personalized search



Give me what I need, not what I said…

• A funny example: [how many calories in a pound?]

• Strictly speaking, the correct answer is 9x1015  

–The question is about conversion of mass (pound) to energy 
(calories), and there is a formula for that (which the Google 
calculator used)

• But this is most likely not what the user had in mind



We use data that is not on the web





This was the top regular result for [alaska 301]



We can understand the use of language



Pilot → Flight



We can fix almost any spelling problem











We can understand context



Change = to adjust



Change = to convert



Change = to exchange



Change = to install



Change = to switch



Change = to replace



We know that ‘bio’ mean biography



Unless it’s warfare – Content counts!





And we’re having fun!



Confidential



Many of today's algorithms are not based on 
structure, they are based on data,
which in turn is based on people



Learning from user data
is the key



• Data is useless -- unless you know how to read it

• Important factors are almost always missing

• It often addresses short term only

• You can always benefit from more of it..

Data will cheat you whenever it can



• Moving from beliefs and opinions to science saved 
millions and made medicine what it is today.

• Many of us are alive today because of the use of 
controlled experiments in medicine

• But there is still not enough data

• Many medical decisions are still made based on instincts

• Worse, 50-75% of research results cannot be replicated

Analogy to medical research



We see knowledge
through small facts



We need a bigger picture from many angles



From dots to wisdom

• If you think of facts as dots, we now have access to more dots than 
ever

• Actually more dots than anyone can imagine

• But we still need to connect the dots

• Connecting those dots might require new methods



Data         Information     ✓

Information         Knowledge     ✓

Knowledge           Wisdom      ?



Source: © 2008 The New Yorker Collection from cartoonbank.com.  All Rights Reserved.





So how to think big?



   If you have to ask you'll never know 

                                     Louis Armstrong


